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THE NEW Y-RIG ULTRASONIC WIRELESS METER WILL OPEN NEW
PERSPECTIVES FOR AN EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF IRRIGATION WATER.

BLAGNAC, France – Yzatec, an innovative company positioned in the ultrasonic
sensor market, announces the introduction of its new Y-RIG ultrasonic irrigation
water meter, with wireless capabilities in a robust and cost efficient design. Y-RIG
will allow irrigation users to create intelligent water irrigation systems to reduce
their operating costs.

Built around its efficient ultrasonic transducers and fully integrated electronics
(ASIC), the Y-RIG ultrasonic product creates a real breakthrough in the irrigation
metering market.

According to Alain Ramond, President and CEO of Yzatec, Y-RIG is a highly
innovative approach for irrigation flow monitoring. It leverages the company
expertise in ultrasonic high volume product design and includes the latest open
wireless network technologies. Yzatec has integrated this new ultrasonic meter
design with the leading SigFox communication layer, so users can benefit of the
low cost of connected object network. It will provide irrigation customers the

benefits of almost real time water consumption data at an operating cost that is
much lower than the traditional mechanical meters and proprietary networks.
Yzatec wants to work with open solutions, to avoid locking customers into
proprietary solutions.

"The Y-RIG solution enables customer to move quickly into intelligent irrigation
networks, which are necessary to optimize the irrigation water management and
reduce the operating costs " Alain Ramond said. “The irrigation market is
changing very quickly, as new technologies are becoming available and we want
to stay in the front line of innovation and continue to work with major irrigation
customers to solve their challenges, as we have done in this program. “

For more information about the Y-RIG solution, please visit http://www.yzatec.com
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Yzatec is a leading technology company in High Performances and Cost Effective
sensors for a large range of industrial applications. Yzatec provides advanced
piezo based products for the sensor market and has a complete line of ultrasonic
sensors for flowmeters, heat meters and water meters as well as piezo based
sensors for vibration and pressure sensing. Yzatec has an extensive background
in creating sensor products for the large volume industries such as automotive,
industrial, water market.

